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Abstract — In this paper, we consider device-to-device (D2D) direct communications in cellular networks where D2D link reuses 
frequency resources that are initially allocated to the cellular uplink communications. When a D2D transmitter (D-TX) is equipped 
with multiple transmit antennas, precoding schemes can be employed at the D-TX to prevent its signal from interfering to a base 
station receiver. Also, they are effective to eliminate interference from a cellular user and to get a higher signal-to-interference plus 
noise ratio (SINR) at a D2D receiver (D-RX). In conventional precoding schemes, well-known linear precoding schemes are applied 
at the D-TX. However, in this paper, we propose to apply a widely linear precoding scheme at the D-TX in order to improve a sum 
achievable rate that is obtained by the sum of the achievable rates of cellular uplink and D2D link. Through computer simulation, 
we show that a higher sum achievable rate can be obtained in the proposed scheme by selecting an appropriate precoding vector. 
Also, it is shown that the proposed widely linear precoding scheme has better sum achievable rate than the conventional linear 
precoding scheme. 

Keywords - Device-to-device (D2D); precoder design; improper signal; widely linear precoding; sum-rate maximization. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, device-to-device (D2D) direct communication 
technology has received a lot of attention because it can 
solve the shortage problem of the frequency resources in 
cellular networks [1]-[4]. In D2D direct communication, 
D2D link reuses frequency resources that are initially 
allocated to the cellular uplink communication between a 
base station (BS) and a cellular user in a cell. Therefore, the 
cell spectral efficiency is improved in proportion to the 
number of D2D pairs. A D2D transmitter (D-TX) sends 
information data to its intended D2D receiver (D-RX) 
directly without going through the BS. In 3GPP LTE-
Advanced systems, D2D communication technology has 
been studied as one of the promising technologies for the 
next generation communications and the standardization 
work about D2D communications in the 3GPP working 
group is called as a proximity-based service (ProSe) [5]. 

Since uplink communications and D2D link 
communications share the same frequency resources, D2D 
transmitted signal works as interference to the receiver 
processing at the BS. In order to reduce the interference 
between the cellular uplink communications and the D2D 
communications, a precoding scheme can be employed at the 
D-TX if the D-TX is equipped with multiple transmit 
antennas [6]-[8]. In conventional precoding schemes, a linear 
precoding scheme is applied to the D2D information data 
and the transmitted signal becomes proper signal where the 
pseudo-covariance matrix of the transmitted signal vector is 
a zero matrix. 

In this paper, we propose to apply a widely linear 
precoding vector at the D-TX in order to improve a sum 
achievable rate compared with the conventional schemes. 
The sum achievable rate is calculated by adding the 
achievable rates of the cellular uplink and the D2D link. Due 
to the widely linear precoding, the pseudo-covariance matrix 
of the transmitted signal vector in the proposed scheme is not 
a zero matrix [9]-[13]. Therefore, we use bot covariance 
matrix and pseudo-covariance matrix of the transmitted 
signal vector to improve the sum achievable rate. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 
II, system model for a conventional linear precoding scheme 
and a proposed widely linear precoding scheme is described. 
In Section III, we propose a widely linear precoding scheme 
for D2D communications in cellular networks. Simulation 
results are given in Section IV. Finally, the paper is 
concluded in Section V. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

Fig. 1 shows a D2D communication scenario in cellular 
uplink networks that we consider in this paper. There are a 
base station (BS), a cellular transmitter (C-TX), a D2D 
transmitter (D-TX), and a D2D receiver (D-RX) in a cell. 
The D-TX and the D-RX composes a D2D pair. In general, 
there are a lot of C-TXs within a cell. Since different C-TX 
is allocated different frequency resources for the 
transmission to the BS, the transmitted signals of different C-
TXs do not interfere to each other at the BS. Therefore, in 
this paper we consider only one C-TX and one D2D pair for 
simplicity. 
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In the figure, the C-TX transmits its information data   to 
the BS. The D-TX transmits its information data   to the D-
RX by reusing the same frequency resources that are 
originally allocated for the transmission between the C-TX 
and the BS. The transmitted signal of the C-TX is a desired 
signal to the BS but it is interference to the D-RX. On the 
other hand, the transmitted signal of the D-TX is a desired 
signal to the D-RX but it is interference to the BS. In the 
figure, desired signals are represented by solid lines and 
interference signals are represented by dotted lines. 

We assume that the C-TX is equipped with a single 
transmit antenna and the D-TX is equipped with N multiple 
transmit antennas. In general, the C-TX can be equipped 
with multiple transmit antennas and precoding scheme can 
be employed at the C-TX. However, since we are not 
interested in the precoding vector design of the C-TX, only 
the effective channel between the C-TX and the BS is 
considered in the paper and it is enough to assume that the C-
TX is equipped with a single transmit antenna by treating the 
channel between the C-TX and the BS as an effective 
channel. The BS and the D-RX are equipped with a single 
receive antenna each for simplicity. However, the approach 
and results of this paper can be easily extended to the case in 
which the BS and the D-RX are equipped with multiple 
receive antennas. 

A. Conventional System Model 

In this subsection, we describe a system model for 
conventional precoding schemes called as linear precoding. 
We assume that a precoding vector Dw  of size 1N   is 

applied at the D-TX to transmit its information data Ds . The 

received signal ,1By   at the BS is given by 

 ,1
H

B CB CB C DB DB D D By P g s P s z  h w  

where the first term in the right-hand side of this equation 
means the desired signal transmitted from the C-TX, the 
second term represents an interference transmitted from the 
D-TX, and the third term is additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) with mean zero and variance 2

z . The parameters 

CBP  and DBP  represent the received powers from the C-TX 

and the D-TX, respectively. The parameter CBg  is the 
channel coefficient between the C-TX and the BS. If the C-
TX is equipped with multiple transmit antennas and a linear 
precoding vector is applied at the C-TX, the channel 
coefficient CBg  is an effective channel between the C-TX 
and the BS that is composed of the multiplication of the 
precoding vector and the channel vector. The vector DBh  of 
size 1N   is a channel vector between the D-TX and the BS. 

The received signal ,1Dy  at the D-RX is given by 

 ,1
H

D DD DD D D CD CD C Dy P s P g s z  h w  

where the first term in the right-hand side of this equation 
means a desired signal transmitted from the D-TX, the 
second term represents an interference signal transmitted 
from the C-TX, and the third term is AWGN with mean zero 
and variance 2

z . The parameters DDP  and CDP  are the 
received powers at the D-TX and the C-TX, respectively. 
The vector DDh  of size 1N   is a channel vector between the 

D-TX and the D-RX. The parameter CDg  is a channel 
coefficient between the C-TX and the D-RX. If the C-TX is 
equipped with multiple transmit antennas and a linear 
precoding vector is applied at the C-TX, the channel 
coefficient CDg  means an effective channel that is composed 
of the multiplication of the precoding vector and the channel 
vector between the C-TX and the D-RX. 

B. Proposed System Model 
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Figure 1.  D2D communication scenario in cellular uplink networks. 

 
In this subsection, we describe a system model that we 

consider in this paper. We propose to apply a widely linear 
precoding vector at the D-TX. We assume that a precoding 
vector pair 1w  and 2w  with 1|| || 1w  and 2|| || 1w  are 

applied at the D-TX to transmit its information data Ds . 
When the widely linear precoding is employed, the 
transmitted signal at the D-TX is given by 

 *
1 2

1
( )

2
D D Ds s u w w  

The received signal ,2By  at the BS is given by 

 *
,2 1 2( )

2
HDB

B CB CB C DB D D B

P
y P g s s s z   h w w  

The received signal ,2Dy  at the D-RX is given by 

 *
,2 1 2( )

2
HDD

D DD D D CD CD C D

P
y s s P g s z   h w w  
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III. WIDELY LINEAR PRECODER DESIGN 

In this section, we explain a conventional linear precoder 
design scheme and a proposed widely linear precoder design 
scheme. 

A. Conventional Linear Precoder Design 

In this subsection, we explain conventional linear 
precoder design scheme. From the equation (1), the signal-
to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at the BS is given by 


2

,1 2

| |
SINR CB CB

B H H
DB D DB DB D z

P g

P 


w h h w
 

Therefore, the achievable rate for the BS is given by 


,1 2 ,1

2

2 2

log (1 SINR )

| |
     log 1

B B

CB CB
H H

DB D DB DB D z

R

P g

P 

 

 
   w h h w

 

Similarly, the SINR at the D-RX is given by 

 ,1 2 2
SINR

| |

H
DD D D

D
CD CD z

P

P g 



w w

 

Then, the achievable rate for the D-RX is given by 

 ,1 2 2 2
log 1

| |

H
DD D D

D
CD CD z

P
R

P g 
 

   

w w
 

The total sum achievable rate is given by 

 ,1 ,1 ,1T B DR R R   

The precoding vector 1w  and 2w  are designed by 
solving the following optimization problem: 

 ,opt ,1arg max
D

D TR
w

w  

B. Proposed Widely Linear Precoder Design 

In this subsection, we describe a proposed widely linear 
precoder design scheme. If we define the interference plus 

AWGN at the BS by *
1 2/ 2 ( )H

B DB DB D D Bx P s s z  h w w  

in (4), the covariance matrix BC  of the received signal ,2By  

is given by 

 * 2
,2 ,2[ ] | |B B B CB CB BC E y y P g Q    

where BQ  is the covariance matrix of Bx  and it is given by 

 * 2
1 1 2 2[ ] ( )

2
H H HDB

B B B DB DB z

P
Q E x x    h w w w w h 

The pseudo-covariance matrix BC  of the received signal 

,2By  is given by 

 *
1 2 2 1[ ] ( )

2
H T TDB

B B B DB DB

P
C E y y  h w w w w h  

where BQ  is the pseudo-covariance matrix of Bx  and it is 
given by 

 *
1 2 2 1[ ] ( )

2
H T TDB

B B B DB DB

P
Q E x x  h w w w w h  

If we define the interference plus AWGN at the D-RX by 

D CD CD C Dx P g s z  , the covariance matrix DC  of the 

received signal ,2Dy  is given by 

 *
,2 ,2 1 1 2 2[ ] ( )

2
H H HDD

D D D DD DD D

P
C E y y Q   h w w w w h 

where DQ  is the covariance matrix of Dx   and it is given by 

 * 2 2[ ] | |D D D CD CD zQ E x x P g     

The pseudo-covariance matrix DC  of the received signal 

,2Dy  is given by 

 *
,2 ,2 1 2 2 1[ ] ( )

2
H T TDD

D D D DD DD

P
C E y y  h w w w w h  

The covariance matrix DQ  of Dx  is given by 

 [ ] 0D D DQ E x x   

The achievable rate for the BS is given by [14] 


,2 2

2

2 2
1 1 2 2

| |
log

| |

| |
     log 1 .

( )

B
B

B

CB CB
H H H

DB DB DB z

C
R

Q

P g

P 



 
    h w w w w h



 
The achievable rate for the D-RX is given by [14] 


2

,2 2 2 2

| | 1
log log 1

| | 2
D D

D
D D

C C
R

Q C
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The total sum achievable rate is given by 

 ,2 ,2 ,2T B DR R R   

The precoding vectors 1w  and 2w  are designed by 
solving the following optimization problem: 


1 2

1,opt 2,opt ,2
,

{ , } arg max TR
w w

w w  

Since the total sum achievable rate ,2TR  is not a convex 

function on the precoding vectors 1w  and 2w , we cannot 
find the closed-form solution on the optimization problem 
(23). In 3GPP LTE-Advanced systems, codebook based 
precoding scheme has been adopted for the reduction of the 
feedback overhead and the computational complexity. In the 
system, the best precoding vector among the vectors within 
the codebook is chosen and it is applied at the cellular uplink 
transmission. In this paper, we resort to the codebook based 
precoding scheme to solve the optimization problem given in 
(23). In other words, the optimal precoding vectors 1,optw  

and 2,optw  are selected among vectors within a given 

codebook. 
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Figure 2.  Conventional sum rate according to the different precoding 

vector when the number of transmit antennas of the D-TX is N=2. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we performed computer simulation to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed widely linear 
precoding scheme and to compare the performance with that 
of the conventional linear precoding scheme. 

The C-TX is equipped with a single transmit antenna and 
the D-TX is equipped with N=2 transmit antennas. The BS 
and the D-RX are equipped with a single receive antenna 
each. The relations among the received powers CBP , DBP , 

CDP , CDP , DDP , CEP , and DEP  are given by the following 
equations: 

 10,  10CB DD

DB CD

P P

P P
   

This relation means that the received power of the 
desired signal is 10 times higher than the received power of 
the interference signal. In order to compare the performances 
of the conventional linear precoding scheme and the 
proposed widely linear precoding, we use an achievable rate 
as a performance metric. 
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Figure 3.  Proposed sum rate according to the different precoding vector 

when the number of transmit antennas of the D-TX is N=2. 
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Figure 4.  Sum rate comparison between the proposed scheme and the 

conventional scheme. 

 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the sum achievable rate of 

the conventional linear precoding scheme and the proposed 
widely linear precoding scheme for different precoding 
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vectors, respectively, when the number of transmit antennas 
of the D-TX is N=2. The x-axis of the figures is a signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) at the D-RX. From the figures, we can 
observe that a higher sum achievable rate can be obtained by 
selecting an appropriate precoding vector on each SNR value. 

Figure 4 compares the sum achievable rates of the 
conventional linear precoding scheme and the proposed 
widely linear precoding scheme. In the figure, ‘Proposed, 
Best’ and ‘Conventional, Best’ mean the performances of the 
conventional scheme with the best linear precoding and the 
proposed scheme with the best widely linear precoding. Also, 
‘Proposed, Random’ and ‘Conventional, Random’ mean the 
conventional scheme and the proposed scheme with a 
randomly selected precoding vector. From the figure, we can 
see that the proposed scheme has a better performance of the 
sum achievable rate than the conventional scheme at high 
SNR range. However, at low SNR range the proposed 
scheme has worse performance than the conventional 
scheme. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have considered D2D communication in 
cellular networks where D2D pair reuses frequency 
resources originally allocated to the cellular uplink 
communication between the C-TX and the BS. When the D-
TX is equipped with multiple transmit antennas, we propose 
to apply the widely linear precoding vector at the D-TX to 
maximize a total sum achievable rate that is the summation 
of the achievable rates of the cellular link and the D2D link. 
In the proposed scheme, the pseudo-covariance matrix as 
well as the covariance matrix is used to calculate the total 
sum achievable rate. Through computer simulation, we 
showed that the proposed scheme has higher sum achievable 
rate than the conventional scheme. 
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